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ON SOME p-ADIC PROPERTIES OF THE EICHLER-SELBERG

TRACE FORMULA

MASAO KOIKE

In this paper we shall prove some congruence relations mod pa between
the traces of Hecke operators T(pm) which act on the space of cusp
forms of different weights satisfying some congruences mod pa — pa~\
The method of the proof is very simple and is applicable to all the cases
where the trace formula for Hecke operators are already known.

As an application, we can obtain the trace formula for p-adic Hecke
operators Uλ(pm) as a p-adic limit of the trace of 'classical' Hecke
operators. The trace formula for p-adic Hecke operators was first given
by B. Dwork [1] by using the Monsky trace formula in the case of level
2, but our method of computation seems to be more elementary.

§ 1. Congruences between the traces of Hecke operators in elliptic modular

case

We shall consider the elliptic modular case in detail, because the
essential point of the proof is completely contained in this case. We
shall fix a prime number p once and for all. For any positive even
integer k, let ©fe be the space of all modular cusp forms of weight k
with respect to Γ = SL(2,Z). For each positive integer n, let Γ(n) be
the set of all two by two matrices such that the entries are rational
integers and the determinant is n, and let

(
.(TO)

λ J °λ

be a left Γ-coset decomposition of Γ{n\ The Hecke operators Tk(ri)
which act on ©& as linear endomorphisms are defined by

/(τ) ~ f(τ) I Tk{n) =
C(

λ

n)T
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The Eichler-Selberg trace formula for Tk(n) reads as follows:

( 1 ) t r Tk(n) = Σ^Σ. - A J F " - ^ , P') - Σ'd{n d^

12 \Σd]nd, (fc = 2) ,

where Fik~2)(p9 pf) — pk~ι — p'k~ιj p — pf, {p, p'} runs over all pairs of

mutually conjugate irrational imaginary quadratic integers with norm

n, o runs over all orders of imaginary quadratic fields such that o 3 p

w0, h0 are the number of unity contained in o, the number of proper

o-ideal classes respectively; in the second summand under Σ', dk~ι should

be replaced by ^dk~ι when d — V' n is rational, and finally δ(V n) represents

1 resp. 0 when \l n is rational resp. irrational.

Now we prove the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 1. Let a be a positive integer, and let λf > λ be even

rational integers which are not smaller than 2α + 2 for p > 5, 2a + 6

for p = 2 and 2a + 4 for p = 3, and which are congruent to each other

modpα — pa~ι for p > 5 and modpα + 1 — pa for p = 2,3. Γfeβn iί holds

that

( 2 ) tr 2V(pm) ΞΞ tr Tλ(pm) (mod pα)

for any m > 0.

Proof. For simplicity we prove only for p > 5. Proofs for other

cases are same. We consider the Eichler-Selberg trace formula for

Tλ,(pm) mod pa. Since λ'9 λ are not equal to 2, the fourth summand is

zero. The second resp. third summand is congruent to zero resp. one

mod pa, since λ'/2 — 1 > a. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field which

contains {p,p'}, and let (K/p) be Kronecker's symbol. In the case (K/p)

= — 1 or 0, Fa'~2)(p,p') is easily proved to be congruent to zero rnoάp",

since X'j2 — l>a. We may assume (K/p) = 1, p = ρ.ρ' with prime

ideals p Φ pr in K. If p = 0 (mod p), the corresponding term in (1) is

congruent to zero modpa, so we may assume p^O (mod|)). Then we

have ^ Ξ I (mod£)α), so we have F{χr~2\p, p') = p>f~ιjp - p' ΈΞ pλ~ιIp-p'

= Fu~2)(p9p0 (modίDα). For p > 5, ^ 0 are all p-adic units, so the. proof

is completed. Q.E.D.

COROLLARY. Let λ be an even integer. Let {λa}, for 1 < a < oo, be
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an increasing sequence of rational integers satisfying that λa is not
smaller than 2a + 2 for p > 5, 2a + 6 for p = 2, and 2a + 4 /or p = 3,
and that λa is congruent to λ mod pa — pa~ι for p > 5 ami mod p a + 1 — pa

for p = 2,3. Then, for any m > 0, ίfeβrβ exists a p-adic limit of the
sequence {tr T^(pm)} and ίfeβ following formula is valid

(3) lim tr T2β(p») - 2{,,,,}2 - A _ £ L . _ i .
w0 p — p

Here the notations are as follows: K is the field generated by all
imaginary quadratic fields K such that Kronecker's symbol (K/p) is 1,
and P is a fixed divisor of K extending p of Q. {p,p'} runs over all
pairs of mutually conjugate irrational imaginary quadratic integers with
noim pm which are contained in K and p is assumed not to be congruent
to zero mod P. o runs over all orders of imaginary quadratic fields
such that 0 3 p.

This follows immediately from the proof of Proposition 1.

§ 2. Congruences between the traces of Hecke operators in more general cases

2-1. Let q be a positive power of p. We note that the essential
point of the proof of Proposition 1 is the following properties of the
Eichler-Selberg trace formula:

(P-l) The trace of Tk(q) (for k > 2) is represented by a sum which
runs over an index set depending only on q, but not on k.

(P-2) Denote by I(q) the common index set in the sense of (P-l).
Then I(q) is a finite set and each term, say a£q (i e /(#)), of the trace
is one of the following three types:

(i) c^'{pk~ι — p/fc-1)/(/o — ρ')> where p is an algebraic integer whose
norm is equal to q, and whose degree is 2 (which is a fixed number
related only to Γ = SL(2, Z)), and pf is the complex conjugate of p, and
c(

k

i} is a rational number depending only on i.
(ii) ck

l)pk/2~l, where ck

l) is a rational number whose denominator
depends only on i.

(iii) ck

ι\ which is a constant depending only on i.
Roughly speaking, when we investigate ck

l) more carefully, we can obtain
conditions for weights under which the congruence relation (1) is valid.

2-2. We now consider the trace formula for more general cases.
As far as we know, the trace formula for Hecke operators is already
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obtained in the explicit form for the following cases: (1) the congruence
subgroup Γ0(N) consisting of all two by two integral unimodular matrices

( A such that c = 0 (modΛΓ), (2) the Fuchsian group of the first kind

consisting of all units with norm 1 in a certain order of an indefinite
division quaternion algebra over Q, (3) the discrete subgroup of finite
products of GL(2,R), with the quotient of volume finite, obtained from
the group of all units in a maximal order of an indefinite quaternion
algebra over a totally real number field. As for the detailed formula
we refer to M. Eichler [3] [4], H. Shimizu [11] and H. Hijikata [5]. It
should be remarked that the trace formula in [5] and [11] contains the
elliptic modular case but the former coincides with (1) up to a factor
nι~k/2. Therefore we must multiply some factor on the formulae in [5]
and [11] if we consider the congruence relations between the traces.
Then, for these three cases, it is immediately checked that these trace
formulae also satisfy the above properties (P-l) and (P-2), (although (P-2)
must be slightly modified in the case (3)).

2-3. We shall consider the case (2) for example.

Let A be an indefinite division quaternion algebra over Q and let
O be an order of A. We put Ap = A ® Qp (over Q), and €)p = £> (x) Zp

(over Z). Let ί\ be the product of all primes p for which A is ramified.
Take a positive rational integer F2 which is prime to F1 and is square-
free. Then there exists an order β of A such that £)p is a maximal
order of Ap when p\F2 and that β p is isomorphic to the order of

matrices y λ with a,b,c,deZp when p\F2. Hereafter we only con-
sider orders β of this type. Let Γ be the group of units of β with
norm 1. Then Γ is considered as an Fuchsian group of the first kind
when Γ is canonically imbedded in A ®Q R which is isomorphic to M(2, R).

Let ©*(Γ) be the space of all cusp forms with respect to Γ of weight
fc, and let Tk(n) be the usual Hecke operators acting on ©fcCΓ) as linear
endomorphisms.

Eichler's trace formula for Tk(pm) which pJ(F2 and k > 2 reads as
follows:

tr Γ*(p") = ί(m)-?^lpT O (^-» Π {I - 1) Π W + D
1 2 l\Fχ £\F2
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- ^ Π (i - {-£}) Π (i + {-£

where {p, p'} and o runs over the same set as in (1), and h0, w0 are the

same as in (1). {o/£} is equal to 1 when the conductor of o is divided

by £, and {o/£} is equal to Kronecker's symbol (Q(p)/S) when the conductor

of o is prime to L δ(m) is equal to 1 resp. 0 when m is even resp. odd.

By the consideration in 2-2 and the proof of Proposition 1 the fol-

lowing is easily proved:

PROPOSITION 2. Let p be a prime number such that pJ(F2. Let a be

a positive integer, and let lr > λ be even integers which are not smaller

than 2a + 2 for p > 5, 2αr + 6 for p — 2 and 2a + 4 for p = 3, and

which are congruent to each other mod pa — pa~ι for p > 5 and mod pa+1

— pa for p = 2,3. Then it holds that

t r Tλ,(pm) = t r Tλ(pm) (mod pa)

for any m > 0.

§3. Trace formula for Uk(p)m

3-1. We shall show that the result in § 1 gives a trace formula for

p-adic Hecke operator Uλ(p)m. As for the definitions and notations, we

refer to [7]. Let 6fa) be the space of all p-adic cusp forms of weight

λ, and let Uλ(p) be the p-adic Hecke operator on <9*a\ For a > 0, put

χa = χ + pa - pa~\ and let {F^% 1 < i < d(

a

λ) be the compatible system

of free basis of @,αj0Γ. Put F?> = limFft, then {F™}, 1 < i < co, forms

an orthonormal basis of ^ ( j l ) over Q" Put #i«|C7a(p)m = Σ α

with α^(m)eθp. Let {e*}, 1 < i < oo, be a sequence of positive powers

of p. Then, it is proved that Uλ(p) is completely continuous on the p-

adic Banach space £f{λ)t with the orthonormal basis {βiF^} for suitable

{βi}. Therefore £] α^ (m) converges, and we define tr Uλ(p)m = 2 ai3(m),

which is proved to be independent of the choice of {F^}.

THEOREM 1. T/̂ β following formula is valid;

(4 ) tr t t o " - 2 { M^,9, - A. _ ^ L _ l ,
Wo p - ^

where the right hand side is the same as in (3).
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Proof. We can take a0 such that λa > 2a + 6 for any a > a0. By
the recursion formula for Tk{n) and the definition of Uλ(p), we have

F ^ I TλJφm) Ξ F # ] Tλa(v)m (mod ψ)

UJφ)m (mod$«),

for a > a0. For this and Proposition 1, it follows that

tr Γiβ+1(pTO) = tr Uλ(p)m (mod $«) ,

therefore we obtain (4) by Corollary of Proposition 1. Q.E.D.

3-2. (Fredholm determinant and Hecke polynomials.) We shall give
here a relation between the Fredholm determinants of the p-adic Hecke
operators and the Hecke polynomials in elliptic modular case. In the
case of principal congruence subgroup of level 2 of the elliptic modular
group, B. Dwok [1] gave essentially a relation between the Fredholm
determinants of the p-adic Hecke operators and some infinite products,
and Y. Morita [9] gave a relation between some infinite product slightly
different from the above and the Hecke polynomials. Combining these
two results together, we could get a desired relation in this case. But
this process is complicated. Here, using the p-adic trace formula for
Uk(p)m> we shall obtain the relation more directly and explicitly. We
shall often refer to Y. Ihara [6] and Y. Morita [8], and use the same
notations as in them.

Let D\*Ku) = exp ( - Σ - r Uk(pr uA be the Fredholm determinant
I m=l m J

of Uk(p). As is known, D#\u) is a p-adic entire function. Let Hip\u)
= det (/ - Tk(p)u + pk~ιIu2) be the Hecke polynomial where / is the
identity operator on ©fc.

THEOREM 2. Let k be an even positive rational integer. Then it
holds that

(5)
=ffi«(M)(l - p*-Ht)(l - p ( ί - 2 ' ^ ) ^ ( l + p()i:-2)^)α-d(ί)

(1 - ί)-'(l - pi)"1 , Jfc = 2 ,

fc>2 .
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The notations are as follows: when p>5, we put a+ = |{(fc — 1)(H — Δ)

_l_ dk + (—iyk~2)/2hf) and α_ = \{k — 1)(H — Δ) + dk — (—l)(fc"2)/W} where

H, hf and Δ are as defined by (7), (8), and (450 in [6] and dk is equal to

ck defined by (45) in [6] with even m.

When p = 2, 3, pe put α+ = |{c(&, 2) + c(k, 1)} and a_ = \{c(k, 1) —

c(fc,2)} where c(k, 1) and c(/c, 2) are as defined by (13) m [8].

Proof. For simplicity, we prove only for p > 5. Proofs for other

cases are similar. The condition that the mutually conjugate irrational

imaginary quadratic integer pair {p9p'} with norm pm appears in the

summation of the right hand side of the equation (4) is easily seen to

be equivalent to that p is not equal to ± V^p and is primitive, namely,

p~ιp is not an algebraic integer. Therefore, by Lemmas 6 and 8 in [6]

with the fact ppf — pm, we get the following :

t r Uk(p)m - p™<*-» t r U2.k(p)m

= t r Uk(pm) + pm{k~ι) + dkp
m/2(k~2)

Uk - 1)(H - Δ)pm/2ik~2) (m: even)
+ \(h' - Δ)(-p)m/2a~2) (m: odd)

ίl + pm , k = 2

~ \θ , k > 2 .

From this, (5) follows by some calculations. Q.E.D.

REMARK. For p = 2, 3, it is remarked in [8] that α+ and α_ are

integers. For p > 5, it is easily seen that dk + Δ and H + h' are even

integers, so α+ and α_ are integers.

As for the values of α+ and α_, we have the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 3. For k > 2, α+ (resp. α_) is βg?/αί to the number of

normalized new forms of weight k on Γ0(p) whose eigenvalue of U(p) is

equal to p(k~2^2 (resp. —p^~2^2). For k = 2, α+ — 1 (resp. α_) is equal

to the number of normalized new forms of weight 2 on ΓQ(p) whose

eigenvalue of U(p) is equal to p (resp. —p).

Proof. Put b+ (resp. b_) the number of normalized new forms of

weight k on ΓQ(p) whose eigenvalue of U(p) is equal to p(fc~2)/2 (resp.

_-p(*~2)/2). By Atkin and Lehner [12], b+ (resp. b_) is equal to the number

of normalized new forms of weight k on Γ0(p) which are not (resp. are)
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cusp forms with respect to Γ*(p), the Fuchsian group of the first kind

generated by ΓQ(p) and I A. Let ek and ef be dimensions of the

space of cusp forms of weight k with respect to Γ0(p) and Γ*(p) respec-

tively. Then the following equalities hold: ek — ef = 6+ + dim© fc, ef

= b_ + dim <SΛ. On the other hand, efe and ejf are directly computed by

the result of Fricke, so we have the following equalities:

(a+ + dim ©* , fc > 2 ,

K - 1 , k = 2 ,

e* =z a_ + dim ©fc .

Hence Proposition 3 is proved. Q.E.D.
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